INFORMATION ON PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION POLICY
MERIT SECURITIES A.E.P.E.Y. based in Athens, Sofokleous str. 5, PC 10559, tel: 214
1008800/2103671800, email: info@merit.gr, website: www.merit.gr informs you that
for the purposes of conducting its business, it processes personal data of its Clients
in accordance with applicable national law and European Regulation 2016/679,
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), hereinafter referred to as "Regulation",
on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and
on free movement of such data as applicable.
The personal data you already provide to us with the signing of the Contract
(Agreement for the Provision of Investment Services) with our Company is
processed only for the following legal reasons: (a) the provision of services you
entrust to the Company and you wish to receive from us and consequently the
fulfillment of our contractual terms; obligations in this context (b) safeguarding and
protecting the legitimate interests of both yours and the Company’s and (c)
complying with obligations imposed by law, such as relevant court or prosecution
decisions or other mandates form a public authority.
The time period for the data storage is determined on the basis of the following
specific criteria, as appropriate: a) where processing is required by provisions of the
applicable legal framework, your personal data will be stored for as long as the
relevant provisions indicate b) when processing is done on a contract basis, your
personal data is stored for as long as necessary for the performance of the contract
and for the foundation, exercise, and / or legal support claimed by contract.
Every natural person whose data is processed by our Company enjoys the following
rights in accordance with the most specific law: access, correction, deletion,
restriction of processing, objection, withdrawal of consent and right to portability.
To exercise any of the above rights you can contact DPOfficer@merit.gr
Our Company has taken all the necessary measures, with the most advanced
technological methods, to ensure the highest possible safety.

